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About This Content

The "Wizard's Survival Kit" allows you to equip the following items for your character:

Wizard's Hat (item) - No wizard of note would ever be seen outdoors without one of these pointy hats.
Sharp Sword (item) - The instruction reads “stick them with the pointy end”. Good to have in a pinch.
Staff +1(item) - Whack your foes over the head, use it to prod mucky waters or lean on it to look cool - the staff +1
let’s you do all of it in style.
Meteor Shower (new Magick) - Rain burning rocks down on your enemies. ‘Nuff said.
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You can create a loli-mecha-transformer-toilet...THAT'S AWESOME. 10\/10 better than therapy. TSRoM is essentially a
personality test designed to read like a game. Each sequence offers new topics to think about that eventually culminate in the
end as we explore who we are. Would be interesting to do multiple play throughs to see how much has changed and new ways to
solve the sequences.. Evopollution tasks you with gaining one million dollars by setting up polluting and/ or clean energy
sources: you'll have to keep your pollution levels under control or disasters such as lightning, comets and a big worm will destroy
your assets.
Too bad the actual game is sadly marred by technical problems, weird design decisions and a truly dull gameplay, thus failing to
live up to its interesting Store description.

PROS:

-had an intriguing premise

-seeing pollution interact with the environment (with bushes and trees getting bare, then growing again if you purify the zone)
was interesting

CONS:

-soundtrack gets grating fast

-save game doesn't work, I tried several times on all levels but I'd never save my progress, forcing me to restart each time

-unbalanced gameplay, a polluting asset will damage its surrounding area in seconds, summoning all disasters in a quite wide
area: you'll have to spend 3x the asset's cost in trees to balance it out and hope a random disaster doesn't destroy what you've
built right away. The various energy sources also have skewed price/ profit values, with some being quite useless

-even when it works, the gameplay is simply dull and boils down to building a few assets then wait for a LONG time until you
get enough cash to build more. There's no way to speed up time so your best bet is running it windowed and do something else

-weird controls, you can close certain menus with a click while others only react to you pressing Esc, the map only scrolls with
the mouse etc..

-incomprehensible design choices, beginner mode is actually harder than normal mode due to the fact that you have to unlock
assets yourself, certain buildings do nothing at all and only cost money and waste space on the small map

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=542203270

Evopollution's biggest sin is the fact it turns into a waiting game in a matter of minutes as you start up a game, spend your
starting money and are then supposed to wait 10 to 30 minutes to get enough funds to build something else while starting blankly
at the screen. This simply isn't fun and makes the game feel like one of those mobile apps you run in the background and check
a few times a day.

Add to this its skewed pollution model, where most assets require you to waste several times their purchase price and land space
to counteract their environmental damage, unrealistic objectives (one million $ will take ages), extremely low production values
and a broken save feature: you'll quickly realize why Evopollution feels like a badly programmed flash game at best, one that'd
not be worth playing even if it was free.
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The only reason you'd start up the game is to get its cards if, like me, you got it on a bundle: everyone else can safely skip this
one.. What can I say. I had fun from begining to end. Each island was unique and vastly different from those that went before
and challenged me to consider new tactics. This isn't Dark Souls, in fact there isn't anything dark about this game. It's light and
colorful and frequently comical. It was certainly worth whatever I paid for it. I'll be playing it again.. Great drug slinging
simulator. 100% worth the $2 I paid for it.

You get to hoard cocaine and sell it for millions after slaughtering countless cops and watching your hired thugs bleed out in
front of you. All before subsequently hiring more meat to feed to the pigs as payment for your terrible life choices.

Shank your loanshark. Rob a bank and fill the teller full of bullets. Run from the cops. Buy low, sell high. Recieve a grenade to
the chest for critcal damage. Watch as you cough up blood all over your ill-earned shoes and fall back into a sweet peaceful
slumber.

10\/10

. This game makes you feel like a Russian in the vast land of soviet Russia. The game has its few bugs but i think this will be the
game of the year for 2019. 11/10 IGN. Not recommend at all. All aircraft are burried underground. Gsx cannot recognize
parking spots. Avoid it.. Great dont be poor. I am personally enjoying this title. The AI is a little easy and predictable but it is
good enough to keep you coming back for more. Being a huge RTS fan, here are the Pros and Cons of what I liked about the
game:

Pros:

Base Building

Resource collection (using a system somwhere inbetween CnC 3 and Red Alert 3).

Well balanced tanks

Graphics (the graphics are very clean and particle effects are quite beautiful)

Bug free (I haven't come across a single game breaking bug on my PC)

Good audio and voice acting (it never gets tedious or over bearing)

Clever implementation of a story using comic book style cutscenes

Clean GUI
Cons:

Infantry feel too weak and useless. I only used them on the first mission or two.

Only one environment to play in. It would have been nice if there were more variety to the maps.

No multiplayer

Two factions feel too similar. Seen as though this is a single player game only, I really wish the factions
had more diversity in units.

Too easy to turtle. The game would be more fun if it forced you to leave your starting position.
All in all a good game with some solid RTS mechanics. I feel all it's short comings are due to budget
restrictions. They've done wonders considering the small Indie team and I have to recommend this to
RTS fans who want a simple, traditional take on RTS.
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. Only takes 2 hours to beat, but I beat it twice. A good old fashion top view combat game. Reminds me of
Smash TV with zombies. Quite fun and worth a good weekend of fun!
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game make you feel like a badass.. Not really my style. It's less a puzzle game, more a speed challenge. Push the animals toward
the mother ship, do your best to keep them from falling off a cliff or falling behind, and get the bare minimum there before the
time runs out to seal your gold medal. I don't think it's a bad game, so, strange as it may seem, I'm recommending it on a
conditional basis. If a more arcade-y, challenge-type game is what you're looking for have at it. If you're wanting a cerebral
experience, probably not. (It does depend on how smart you are to begin with, I suppose.). I really enjoy this game and would
definitely recommend it to my friends.. Nice premise, just needs a bit of work to worthwhile. Random deaths or fatal accidents
is one thing, but my ship crashed three times in a row on take off, that is just North Korean level incompetence. I can imagine
this being a lot of fun. Add some things for the player to do, like the tasks should be more involved rather than a damn progress
bar and 50/50 chance of them failing or not. Shooting asteroids is just amazingly boring, no editable controls. And the mini-
games REDIFINE repetitive, inane, mind-numbing boring. With that being said, I really think this could be an awesome retro
game, BTW I do love the green color, that part at least was pretty cool. Please do some work on this and upgrade. If you have
plans to do this, please disregard my remarks and I eagerly await its completion..... Never played nether, from what I have
played I can see the potential in this game. I know these days from past games, and I know what they are capable of. I'm pretty
sure it'll end up being even better. The price for this game is very OK, especially for 10$.. More kills are always welcome for
this awesome game. Just a note to clue in to Steam\/Devs, this is not showing as available on the Friday the 13th game store
DLC still for some reason.. Great game. I'm loving it. If you raise the rifle to your face and aim, you actually seem to be more
accurate. The reload mechanics add to the immersion and the difficulty level is a nice gradient, easing you into the mechanics.

I've only played the one map, defeated two of the big mofo's before my little shelter was overrun but the game never felt unfair.
I look forward to it's further development and this will be one that I frequently turn to for 'a zombie apocalypse' fix.

Update: The new updates and content make this game even better.
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